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Super Robot Requiem: Path to Victory 

Components: 
 1 Red Super Robot Frame, 1 Blue Super Robot Frame 

 1 Red Garage, 1 Blue Garage 

 1 Red Cockpit, 1 Blue Cockpit 

 36 Spec Cards, 18 Red Spec Cards and 18 Blue Spec Cards 

o 3 Red Head Spec Cards (Light, Medium, Heavy) 

o 3 Red Body Spec Cards (Light, Medium, Heavy) 

o 3 Red Arm Spec Cards (Light, Medium, Heavy) 

o 3 Red Leg Spec Cards (Light, Medium, Heavy) 

o 3 Red Weapon Spec Cards (Mega Gauntlets, Arm Mounted Sword, Heavy Drill) 

o 3 Red Core Spec Cards (Temporal, Gyga, Aura) 

o 3 Blue Head Spec Cards (Light, Medium, Heavy) 

o 3 Blue Body Spec Cards (Light, Medium, Heavy) 

o 3 Blue Arm Spec Cards (Light, Medium, Heavy) 

o 3 Blue Leg Spec Cards (Light, Medium, Heavy) 

o 3 Blue Weapon Spec Cards (Mega Gauntlets, Arm Mounted Sword, Heavy Drill) 

o 3 Blue Core Spec Cards (Temporal, Gyga, Aura) 

 38 Super Robot Parts, 19 Red Super Robot Parts and 19 Blue Super Robot Parts: 

o 3 Red Head Parts (Light, Medium, Heavy) 

o 3 Red Body Parts (Light, Medium, Heavy) 

o 6 Red Arm Parts (Left and Right Light, Left and Right Medium, and Left and Right Heavy),  

o 3 Red Leg Parts (Light, Medium, Heavy) 

o 2 Red Mega Gauntlets Parts (Right and Left) 

o 1 Red Arm Mounted Sword Part 

o 1 Red Heavy Drill Part 

o 3 Blue Head Parts (Light, Medium, Heavy) 

o 3 Blue Body Parts (Light, Medium, Heavy) 

o 6 Blue Arm Parts (Left and Right Light, Left and Right Medium, and Left and Right Heavy) 

o 3 Blue Leg Parts (Light, Medium, Heavy) 

o 2 Blue Mega Gauntlet Parts (Right and Left) 

o 1 Blue Arm Mounted Sword Part 

o 1 Blue Heavy Drill Part 

 10 Gauge Counters (yellow beads) 

 2 dice 
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Objective: 

 You and your opponent are long-time rivals in the time honored tradition of Super Robot Arena 

Fighting. A once peaceful childhood friendship has now evolved into one of the most famous rivalries of 

history. For years each of you have had extremely successful careers in the sport, fostering legions of 

fans, but now it’s time to decide who will claim the much sought out title of World Champion. You must 

build up a brand new Super Robot for the final showdown out of specialized Robot Parts made by the 

League of Super Robot Fighters (L.S.R.F.). Will you be forever remembered as the World Champion or as 

the most famous second rate pilot in history? It’s time to get ready. It’s time to start your path to 

victory. 

 

Setup: 

 Pilots first decide who will be the Red Pilot and who will be the Blue Pilot. Once decided, each 

Pilot places their respective colored Super Robot Frame in their respective colored Garages. These 

frames are the skeleton that support your Super Robot, and will be constantly modified as you obtain 

new parts to put on it. Pilots also take one Cockpit of the same color as them. For now, keep the 

Cockpit folded up and set it aside. Each Pilot takes 5 Gauge Counters and place them next to the Cockpit 

to be used later as well. Pilots then take the respective colored stack of Spec Cards and container of 

Super Robot Parts. Players also get one die each. 

 Pilots now open up their garages and place each Spec card and Super Robot Part in their labeled 

spots in the Super Robot Workbench of your Garage. See the backs of each Robot Part to see if it is a 

Light, Medium, or Heavy Piece. 

 

Rules: 
 After placing all the Spec Cards and Super Robot Parts in their respective spots on the Super 

Robot Work Bench, pilots must now construct their mech. Pilots do so by selecting one of the three 

specs for each Robot Part listed in the Checklist in your garage. For example, to choose a Head Part, 

pilots have a choice between the Light, Medium, and Heavy specs of Head Parts in the Workbench. The 

L.S.R.F has provided each Pilot with various different Specs of Robot Parts.  

Super Robot Parts: 
Each different part has light, medium, and heavy specs. These specs each offer different 

amounts of Armor and Accuracy. The heavier the armor, the harder it is to maneuver your Super Robot, 

but the more protection it will offer. Likewise, the lighter the armor, the less protection but the greater 

freedom of movement and accuracy. It is important for a pilot to decide how much armor their Super 

Robot will have, as the more Armor they have the more damage their Robot can take before the Super 

Robot Frame is exposed. Only an exposed Frame can take damage, and the first pilot to destroy their 

opponent’s Super Robot Frame will win. Will you sacrifice armor protection to hit your opponent 

accurately and quickly, or build your Super Robot tough so that you can take more hits than your 

opponent to win a fight of attrition? 
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Weapons: 

There are three basic weapon types that pilots can choose for their Super Robot: The Mega 

Gauntlets, Arm Mounted Sword, and Heavy Drill.  

 Mega Gauntlets: The gauntlets provide a light weapon, they are easy to maneuver and 

extremely accurate, but relatively lacking in power.  

 Arm Mounted Sword: The sword is a balanced weapon with decent accuracy, and damage.  

 Heavy Drill: The drill is the heaviest of weapons provided for the tournament. Its damage 

potential is extremely high, but its unwieldy shape and large size make it difficult to use 

accurately.  

Power Core: 

There are three different power cores that pilots may choose from to power their Super Robots. 

Each one offers special abilities that can be activated by spending 1 power cell in battle. Each core goes 

into battle with a limited number of power cells, so Pilots should use them carefully.  

o Aura Core – This power core runs on overdrived electric energy. Spend 1 power cell to 

call forth the Ora Ora Aura special ability. A spectral aura of your Super Robot made out 

of pure energy bursts from the core. This aura is briefly tangible, and will attack with 

you on your next attack. This ability allows you to make an additional attack on your 

turn. This core only has one power cell. 

o Gyga Core- This power core is so powerful that it feels like it responds to your very 

willpower. Spend 1 power cell to activate this core’s Gyga Drive, enlarging the weapon 

you are attacking with into a Gyga Part. If an attack with a Gyga part successfully hits, it 

deals +2 additional damage to the opposing targeted part. This core only has two power 

cells. 

o Temporal Core- This power core can briefly rip the fabric of time and space, allowing 

you to fake out and trick your opponent. You can briefly stop time, allowing you to 

attempt to dodge an enemy’s attack! Spend 1 power cell to reroll a Defense Roll. This 

new roll is then compared to your opponent’s initial attack roll. Your opponent does not 

reroll their attack. This core has three power cells. 

Selecting Your Specs and Parts: 
 After choosing which Spec you want for a Part, move the chosen Spec Card from the workbench 

into its matching spot on the Checklist. Pilots also pick up the actual Super Robot Parts associated with 

that chosen Spec and place them on the appropriate spot on the Super Robot Frame.  

For example, if a Pilot chose the “Light Head” Part, they would take the Light Head Spec Card 

and place it in the “Head Spec” slot of the Checklist. They would also take the Light Head Part and place 

it on the Head of their Super Robot Frame. 
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 Both Pilots must finish selecting and placing all their Spec Cards and Super Robot Parts before 

the tournament fight can begin. After finalizing all their chosen parts and specs, Pilots must name their 

Super Robot. Come up with name with a lot of spirit! This is the Robot that will lead you to VICTORY! 

   

Championship Fight – Calibrations 

 

 After all parts have been selected, the time will have come for the World Championship match. 

Pilots prepare for the fight by booting up their Robot Cockpit Panels. Pilots do so by opening up their 

Cockpit that was set aside earlier. 

 After booting up their Cockpit, Pilots must calibrate all their gauges according to their chosen 

Specs. To calibrate the cockpit to their newly constructed Super Robot, Pilots move all of their chosen 

Spec Cards from their Checklist to their matching spots in the Cockpit. After doing so, Pilots now 

calibrate their gauges. Add Gauge Counters to each of the cockpit’s gauges as shown: 
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 Armor Gauge – Add up the total Armor provided by your Head, Body, Arms, and Leg Parts. Place 

a Gauge Marker on the Armor Gauge at the position equal to this value. The Armor Gauge will 

keep track of how much Armor your Robot has as the fight progresses.  

 Frame Health Gauge- Place a Gauge Counter on the “8” spot on the Frame Health Gauge. This 

gauge keeps track of your Super Robot Frame’s remaining Health. Remember, when your 

Frame’s health is reduced to zero, you lose.  

 Targeting Gauge- Add up the Accuracy provided by your Head, Body, Arms, Legs, and Weapon 

Parts. Place a Gauge Counter on your Targeting Gauge at the position equal to this value. The 

Targeting Gauge will provide a quick reference to your Total Accuracy, which is added to your 

attack rolls when attempting to hit your opponent.  

 Damage Output Gauge – Find the Damage value on your Weapon Part Card. Place a Gauge 

Counter on your Damage Output Gauge at the position equal to this value. This gauge keeps 

track of how much damage a successful attack on your enemy will do to either their Armor or 

their Robot Frame.  

 Power Cell Gauge – This gauge keeps track of the remaining number of Power Cells that a core 

has available. Each core starts with a different number of cells. 

o Aura Core: Place a Gauge Counter on the “1” position of the gauge. 

o Gyga Core: Place a Gauge Counter on the “2” position of the gauge. 

o Temporal Core: Place a Guage Counter on the “3” position of the gauge. 

After calibrating all your Gauges, move your constructed Super Robot from your Garage 

into the viewport at the Top of your Cockpit. This viewport will be used to help keep track of 

how much Damage your Robot has taken as the fight progresses. 

 

Combat: 

 The Player with the Coolest Super Robot Name goes first. To decide this, Pilots are free to ask 

passing by fans on their opinion of whose robot name is cooler.  

On their turn, a pilot attacks by rolling their die and adds their Total Accuracy, given by the 

Targeting Gauge, the roll. In response, their opponent performs a Defense Roll by rolling their own die. 

If the sum of your roll and your accuracy value is greater than your opponent’s roll, damage is done to 

your opponent. The amount of damage done is calculated from your Weapon Part Card, and shown in 

your Damage Output Gauge inside your cockpit. If the Defense Roll value and rolled Attack value are the 

same, then the Defending Robot does not take damage.  

 

 Damage 

When a pilot takes damage, their Armor is damaged first. To keep track of Armor 

Damage, decrease the Gauge Counter a number of positions on your Armor Gauge equal to the 

damage taken. As armor takes damage, pilots must take notice of thresholds indicated on their 
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Armor Gauge. There are two kinds of thresholds, “armor break” thresholds and the “frame 

damage” threshold.  

  Armor Break Thresholds: 

- When you move the Gauge Counter through an Armor Break Threshold a piece 

of your Super Robot’s armor is destroyed. When this occurs, the pilot doing 

damage chooses which piece is destroyed. To show that your armor has been 

destroyed remove the part that your opponent selected from your Robot and 

place it back in the Parts Container. While this happens, the corresponding 

Specs Card in your cockpit is also removed to show that it has been destroyed. 

After removing the Destroyed Part and Spec Card, decrease your Accuracy 

Gauge by the amount of accuracy the destroyed part had.  

- (Note: when destroying your Opponent’s Arm Parts, remove BOTH arms from 

the Robot, Not Just One. The Arm Parts are linked by a special servo, and 

destroying either of them renders the entire set of Arm Parts useless.) 

 

Example of Armor Break: 

This Pilot takes 3 damage, crossing an Armor Break threshold. This Pilot’s Super Robot now has a Part 

destroyed.  

 

 

 

    

 

[[Tournament Rule Notice: As this is an Honorable World Championship fight, Pilots are NOT allowed to 

destroy their opponent’s Weapon. Only their Head, Body, Arms, and Legs may be destroyed.]] 
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Frame Damage Threshold: 

- When enough armor tokens are removed so that the “frame damage” threshold 

is crossed, your Super Robot has taken so much damage to its armor that the 

Super Robot Frame has become exposed. The next time you take damage after 

crossing the “frame damage” threshold, the damage will be done to the Frame’s 

health rather than further damaging the Armor. This means that after taking 

enough damage to cross this threshold, you no longer need to keep track of the 

Armor Gauge.  

-  

Example of Entering the Frame Damage Threshold: 

This Pilot is at 10 Armor Left in his Armor Gauge. He takes 3 damage, crossing the Frame Damage 

Threshold.  

 

                    

 

When your Robot takes Frame Damage, decrease your Frame Health Gauge by decreasing the 

position of the Gauge Counter spaces equal to the damage taken. When your Frame Health goes to zero, 

your Robot becomes inoperable and you will lose the fight. 

 

Power Cells in Battle: 

On your turn, you may choose to activate your Power Core’s special ability decreasing the 

Position of the Gauge Counter on your Power Cell Gauge. See the Core Spec Cards in your Cockpit for 

details on how your Core works, or reference the “Power Core” section above. 

 

End Game: 
 The first pilot to deal enough damage to their opponent’s Super Robot Frame will render their 

opponent unable to fight, and thus the winner of the Championship fight! 
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